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ABSTRACT

Sign languages lack a standard written form, preventing millions of Deaf people from accessing text in their primary
language. A major barrier to adoption is diffculty learning
a system which represents complex 3D movements with stationary symbols. In this work, we leverage the animation
capabilities of modern screens to create the frst animated character system prototype for sign language, producing text that
combines iconic symbols and movement. Using animation
to represent sign movements can increase resemblance to the
live language, making the character system easier to learn. We
explore this idea through the lens of American Sign Language
(ASL), presenting 1) a pilot study underscoring the potential
value of an animated ASL character system, 2) a structured
approach for designing animations for an existing ASL character system, and 3) a design probe workshop with ASL users
eliciting guidelines for the animated character system design.
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INTRODUCTION

Like other sign languages, ASL is a movement-based language
without a standard written form.1 Worldwide, there are about
70 million people using a sign language as their primary language [42], and in the US and most of Canada, ASL is the
primary language of the Deaf community.2 Many hearing people use sign languages, too. ASL has become the third-most
popular language in US higher education, behind only French
and Spanish, and has increasing enrollment [39].
1 ASL

is our focus, but much applies to sign languages generally.
Deaf refers to the culture, lowercase deaf to hearing status.
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Figure 1: YOU GO TO SCHOOL TOMORROW. in a) si5s,
and b) our animated si5s prototype. The movement symbols in
a) (the arcs and dots) are replaced by animating the referenced
handshape symbols to create b). (Note: This fgure should be
animated when viewed in Adobe Reader.)
Though ASL is not typically written, much of society and the
technical world communicates through written text, excluding
many ASL users from equal participation. A standard written
form of ASL would make text-based platforms newly usable
in ASL, including email clients, text messengers, social media,
text editors, and much of the internet, as well as text-based
resources like books and newspapers. It would also satisfy
many Deaf people’s desire to express themselves through
writing in their primary language (e.g., [56]). Other possible
benefts include promotion and dissemination of the language,
and low-cost documentation and cultural preservation [22, 37].
Using English for reading and writing is insuffcient. ASL
is its own language, with a unique grammar and vocabulary;
it is not signed English. Furthermore, many people are deaf
from a young age, which can make learning English extremely
diffcult. Consequently, English literacy rates are low, with the
average deaf high-school graduate reading at a fourth-grade
level [27]. English is not the primary language of the Deaf
community, and ultimately does not provide access to text in
their primary language, unlike an ASL character system.
Historically, character systems worldwide have been defned
by stationary (non-moving) features, but stationary characters
do not intuitively represent sign language. Our paper medium,
which only supports stationary displays, has limited character
design in this way. Representing the 3D movements of ASL
in stationary 2D notation is diffcult. As a result, the extent to
which a stationary character system can resemble live signing
is limited, making it diffcult to learn and use.
Unlike paper, digital displays support animation, providing an
opportunity to create character systems that more closely resemble sign languages. We increasingly read on computerized
devices, so characters no longer need to be limited to stationary
designs. Incorporating animation in text is particularly relevant to sign languages like ASL, which are movement-based.
Notably, unlike stationary symbols, animation can easily show
gradation in sign speed, which has semantic meaning in ASL.

In this work, we create the frst animated sign language character system prototype. Like Chinese characters and heiroglyphic logograms, our animated characters represent individual signs, and form lines of text (e.g., Figure 1). Each character
is composed of a confguration of symbols, some of which may
be moving. These characters are based on si5s [3], formed
by replacing si5s movement symbols with actual movement
on the screen. Using animation allows us to create text that
visually resembles sign movements. This visual resemblance
to the live language has the potential to make character systems easier to learn and lower the barrier to adoption. Key
contributions of this work are:
• An animated character system prototype for ASL, derived
from an existing stationary character system, si5s [3].
• A survey and pilot study pointing to the need for an animated character system for ASL.
• Identifcation of design dimensions for representing sign
movements in a character system, and guidelines for appropriate designs based on a workshop with ASL users.
RELATED WORK

Related work spans ASL linguistic work decomposing ASL
into features that character systems represent, existing ASL
character systems whose iconicity (resemblance to the live
language) is limited by their stationary symbols, ASL video
which uses dynamic displays to closely resemble live ASL,
the emergence of animated text, and participatory design.

notation system [51]. Subsequent linguistic notation systems
are largely based on Stokoe’s (e.g., [9, 32]), and are used
by linguists to document and analyze language. Systems for
computer modeling are often based on linguistic systems (e.g.,
HamNoSys [25]). Applications span digital transcription of
linguistic corpora (e.g., iLex [24]), internal representation
of signs for signing avatars (e.g., SigML [17]), and general
motion transcription (e.g., [34, 36, 21, 26]).
ASL character systems for everyday use typically represent
high-level information. Their symbols often visually resemble
sign components (e.g., SignWriting [55], si5s [3], SignFont
[41], ASL-phabet [54], ASL Orthography, SLIPA [43], and
ASLSJ [52]). The 2D line-drawings used to represent complex
3D movements can be diffcult to learn and use. By incorporating movement into text, we introduce the possibility of
representing sign movements iconically in text, thereby reducing these diffculties. Our animated character system builds
off of si5s, for reasons explained in the design section.
Growing technical support for ASL character systems underscores demand for digital ASL text. Compatibility with
keyboards (e.g., [45]) and SMS (e.g., [1]) has been explored.
Unicode characters reserved for SignWriting [11] provide
cross-platform support, and markup languages like SWML
support non-sequential scripts like SignWriting [12]. This
work provides further evidence of demand, and further enhances digital ASL text by introducing animation to ASL
character design.
ASL Video

ASL Linguistics

ASL is a natural language, with fundamental linguistic components including phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics [58]. Stokoe performed the initial linguistic analysis that
helped establish ASL as a language, decomposing it into fve
types of features – handshape, location, orientation, movement,
and relative position [50]. Features unrelated to movement
can be represented in stationary character systems like si5s
[3] (upon which our system is based) through fairly iconic
symbols (e.g., a set of handshape symbols resembling various
handshapes). Sign movements, often nuanced and complex,
are more diffcult to represent iconically in drawn symbols.
By incorporating movement in characters, this work makes it
possible to represent movement features much more iconically.
ASL Writing and Character Systems

ASL video content comprises 1) recordings of people signing
and 2) animated avatars programmed to execute signs. Systems with live signers include real-time video calls, video relay
services (VRS), and persistent resources such as websites and
educational tools (e.g., [4, 16, 54, 53]). Avatar systems pass
low-level sign representation (see above) through graphics
engines (e.g., [29, 60]). Avatar generation is an open research
area, often attempted through translation from English (e.g.,
[62, 28, 40]). Replacing text with video can introduce layout problems, potentially addressed through videos layered
on existing content [15], or tooltips with videos or pictures
[44]. Work on generating motion from notation and avatar
sign speeds (e.g., [30]) can inform human-like movements
for text. However, application to text requires foundational
studies on animated text perception.

There are two main types of ASL writing systems: 1) character
systems, which present a set of symbols used according to a
set of rules to represent the language, and 2) transliterations,
which use another language’s words but preserve ASL grammar. ASL transliterations are commonly provided through
English gloss, which represents signs with English words in
all-caps (e.g., BOOK), with additional symbols providing details. Gloss is popular for teaching ASL to hearing students
who already know English. The rest of this section focuses on
ASL character systems, which is the focus of our work.

While video is a natural, powerful medium for ASL [31], it
does not provide the functionality of text. Unlike text, video
presents content through a specifc body rather than abstractly,
does not easily integrate into text-based platforms, and does
not readily meet other text-met needs, e.g., discrete note-taking
and iterative, collaborative content generation. An animated
character set would provide the functionality of text, with the
dynamic expressiveness of video. We do not seek to replace
ASL video, rather to create a more iconic form of ASL text.

ASL character systems for linguistics and computation are
typically extremely detailed, which can make them diffcult
to learn and use. Stokoe notation is ASL’s seminal linguistic

Animation is increasingly being integrated into text. Kinetic
typography [10] originally introduced animation to text in flm
and advertising, using animation for special effects. Livefonts

Animated Text

[7], alternate scripts that use animation to differentiate letters,
provide a precedent for using animation as a defning feature
of a writing system. Livefonts are a subset of Smartfonts [6],
alternate scripts conceptually similar to Braille, that leverage
the capabilities of modern screens (color, shape, and animation) to enhance the reading experience. Animated emoji have
also been integrated into many text-based platforms including
Skype and Facebook to enhance communication, but generally
lack a vocabulary of ASL signs. Animating ASL characters
similarly leverages dynamic displays to enhance ASL text.
The psychophysics of reading animated text is an open research area. Researchers often use rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) [19] to control reading speed, by displaying a
single word on a screen and changing the display at the desired
rate. Such dynamic text displays can increase reading speed
[47]. Animation can also impact the emotion conveyed by text
[59], and legibility [38]. There is also evidence that people can
learn to read Livefonts [7]. While this past work has examined
character systems for spoken languages, this work contributes
an initial exploration of the effect of animating a character
system for sign language, which is movement-based.
Participatory Design

Participatory design is a methodology for involving all stakeholders, meaning everybody effected by a technology (or other
product), in the design process. Participatory design (originally co-operative design) empowers users by giving them a
voice in the design process [18, 5]. Methods include interviews and observations, low- and high- fdelity prototyping,
design sessions, structured brainstorming, and workshops (as
described in [49]), and more recently distributed methods to
involve remote users online (e.g., [23, 13]).
Participatory design has been used in a range of felds beyond
technology, and has a rich literature spanning politics, participation, and methodology (as described in [33]). In particular,
people with disabilities have been successfully involved in
designing accessible solutions through participatory design
(e.g., people with dementia [35], children with special needs
[20], and Deaf students [61]). We used participatory design
principles to involve ASL users in our design probe workshop.
OPPORTUNITY EVALUATION STUDY

To better understand potential animated ASL character system
users, we ran an online study involving three parts: 1) a survey
on ASL character systems, 2) a pilot study on whether animation can make a character system easier to understand without
training, and 3) feedback on animated vs. stationary character
systems. It was designed to answer four main questions:
Q1. Do ASL community members want to read content in an
ASL character system?
Q2. If so, what is preventing them from using ASL character
systems?
Q3. Can animation make an ASL character system easier to
understand without training?
Q4. Does the community of ASL users see value in creating
an animated ASL character system?

Figure 2: Sample identifcation questions for the sign WHERE,
from text in a) si5s and b) animated si5s. (Viewed in Adobe
Reader, b) contains animation.)
Procedure

The study was run online as a web study, and took 10-15
minutes total. After obtaining consent and asking basic demographic questions, the study consisted of three main parts:
Part 1: Survey questions on how people communicate in
ASL on traditionally text-based platforms, and their usage of
ASL character systems. The questions were multiple-choice,
and allowed multiple selections and write-in options as needed.
Part 2: Pilot study on animated ASL character identifability,
probing whether animation can improve notation understandability without training. Participants were asked to identify
signs from notation without training (Figure 2). Participants
viewed notation for each sign in both animated and stationary forms, in order of increasing complexity. We randomized
whether participants saw the animated or stationary set frst.
After viewing each set, participants provided qualitative feedback on how easy the signs were to identify, how enjoyable
viewing them was, and how similar they looked to live signs.
Part 3: Feedback on the usefulness of animated ASL characters. We explicitly asked participants if they thought animating
ASL characters can be valuable, and why (or why not).
Identifcation Questions

We based the pilot study (Part 2) on si5s because it naturally integrates animation (see Animation Design section for details).
The stationary notation of each sign was presented in si5s.
The animated version was created by replacing si5s movement
symbols with animations. Specifcally, the handshape symbols
were animated according to the drawn trajectory, direction,
or pattern. The animations were designed by the researchers
based on experience with typography, animation, and ASL.
The animations were created in PowerPoint, presented as GIFs,
and played continuously.
The identifcation questions involved four signs: WHERE3 ,
UNDERSTAND4 , MAYBE5 , and MOTIVATION6 , selected
to span diverse movements (covering all si5s movement notation classes) and complexity (e.g., 1- vs. 2-handed). Each
3 https://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/WHERE/478/1
4 https://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/UNDERSTAND/715/1
5 https://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/MAYBE/261/1
6 https://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/MOTIVATION/3924/1

Figure 3: How people communicate in ASL a) digitally, b) when taking notes, and c) when using an ASL writing system.
question provided fve multiple-choice answer options resembling the sign in question, ordered randomly. We selected
featurally similar answer choices through Latent Semantic
Analysis over a dataset of crowdsourced feature evaluations
[8]. Each multiple-choice option was represented as an English word, with a link to a signed video from SigningSavvy
[48], an online English-to-ASL dictionary.
Participants

ASL users were recruited online, through relevant email lists
and social media, with IRB approval. In total, 195 participants
completed the survey (74% completion rate). ASL profciency
was self-reported, along the 6-point IRL Scale [46]. Basic demographics: Age: 9–77 (m=35); Gender: 147 (75%) Female,
47 Male, 1 Other; Identity: 98 (50%) Deaf, 18 (9%) Hard-ofHearing, 74 (38%) Hearing, 5 (3%) Other; ASL Level:
Level
# Participants
0 - No profciency
0
1 - Elementary profciency
21 (11%)
2 - Limited working profciency
19 (10%)
3 - Professional working profciency 64 (33%)
4 - Full professional profciency
46 (24%)
5 - Native or bilingual profciency
45 (23%)
Results

The results from our opportunity evaluation study show a
desire for an easily understood ASL character system, interest
in an animated character system, and potential for animation
to make character systems more immediately understandable.
Q1: Need for ASL Character Systems

The vast majority of participants reported a need or desire
for an ASL character system. When explicitly asked which
materials they want available in ASL text (Figure 4), the vast
majority – 86% Deaf/Hard-of-hearing (DHH), 71% hearing
participants – selected at least one material type, indicating a
widespread desire for access to text in ASL.
Participants’ means of communicating in ASL (Figure 3) further support the potential value of an animated ASL character
system. A high percentage reported using some form of digital
ASL communication (>95% DHH, 82% hearing), suggesting
a pervasive desire for digital ASL communication. Despite
the availability of video, text-based methods were the most

Figure 4: Materials participants wanted to read in ASL text.
common mediums among DHH (animated emoji, and English
gloss), suggesting a need for ASL text, in addition to video.
Animated emoji popularity (55% DHH, 14% hearing) suggests
that integrating animation into text-based platforms is highly
desirable, in particular for DHH people, which an animated
character system would provide.
The vast majority of participants (91%) reported taking notes
for ASL content (Figure 3b), further supporting a need for
reading/writing in ASL. Example use cases include preparing
a vlog post, taking lecture notes, or writing a note or poem in
ASL. The most-reported note-taking methods were text- (not
video-) based, likely due to the ease, low cost, and inconspicuousness with which text can be created and edited.
Most participants (>90%) reported being able to read at least
one ASL writing system (Figure 3c), indicating a wide need
for them. English gloss was more popular among hearing participants, who are typically native English speakers using gloss
to learn ASL. In contrast, ASL character systems were more
popular among DHH than hearing participants, a difference
underscoring the Deaf community’s need for an ASL character
system not based on English. We also note that our survey,
and recruitment, was in English, excluding Deaf people who
do not know English from participating, who we expect to be a

Figure 6: Identifcation Accuracy, the percent who identifed
signs from stationary vs. animated characters without training.
Figure 5: Barriers to using ASL character systems reported by
participants. Barriers with asterisks are potentially addressed
by introducing animation to character systems.
signifcant group based on prior literacy studies. Consequently,
the fraction of DHH participants who report knowing English
gloss is likely higher than for the DHH community at large.
Q2: Unmet Needs with Existing ASL Character Systems

Behind lack of materials, diffculty learning character systems
was the most-reported adoption barrier for DHH participants,
preventing adoption for 43% (Figure 5). Poor resemblance to
ASL was the most common barrier for hearing participants,
preventing adoption for >50% of them. An animated character
system is designed to address both these barriers.
An animated character system could also indirectly increase
the availability of materials in an ASL character system. Character system adoption presents a circular startup problem. If
people do not know the system, there is little incentive to produce materials; and if materials are not available, people are
disincentivized to learn the system. Working towards a more
learnable character system, we hope an animated character
system can help break this cycle.

Participants took signifcantly less time to identify signs from
the animated notation, suggesting that the animated versions
were typically easier to recognize. Even participants who
viewed the animated notation frst were typically faster at
identifying animated characters than stationary ones. The
difference in identifcation times for animated vs. stationary
versions was statistically signifcant (p < .05) for each sign,
except WHERE (p = .16), by t-tests.
Q4: Qualitative Feedback

Our animated characters received higher ratings than the stationary ones in terms of 1) similarity to live ASL, 2) ease
of identifcation, and 3) viewing enjoyment. Figure 7 shows
participants’ assessments of similarity, ease, and enjoyment
on a 7-point Likert scale. For the stationary characters, over
50% of participants reported negative assessment along the
three dimensions, compared to under 40% for the animated
versions. Overall, the distribution for each answer is skewed
towards the positive for the animated characters, suggesting
that animation can improve character set resemblance to live
ASL, lower the learning barrier, and increase enjoyment.

Q3: Animated Character Understandability

Figure 6 shows Identifcation Accuracy, the percent of participants who identifed a sign from its notation correctly.
Animated character identifability was signifcantly higher
for three of four signs (WHERE, UNDERSTAND, and
MAYBE).7 We suspect that animating MOTIVATION did not
improve identifability due to poor design choices, as the animation speed more closely resembled the speed of other signs
in the answer choices. The difference between groups who
saw animated vs. stationary versions frst was not signifcant
(p > .05), by a χ 2 independence test for each question. Even
for participants who reported familiarity with si5s, animation
generally improved identifability. These results suggest that
animation can improve character identifability, and highlight
the importance of design choices in creating iconic animations.

Figure 7: Participants’ feedback on the animated vs. stationary
characters in terms of similarity to live ASL, ease of identifcation, and enjoyment. Darker means better.

7 Note that the probability of randomly guessing correctly for a single
question is .2. It follows that the probability of achieving >= 60% accuracy (e.g., animated character for WHERE) at random < .000001.

The vast majority of participants found value in animating
ASL characters, as shown in Table 1. When asked at the end

of the study, “Do you think that animating ASL characters can
be valuable?”, 71% responded Yes, 22% I’m not sure, and only
7% No. The overwhelmingly positive response to this question
strongly suggests that animated ASL characters have potential
value to the community, and merit further exploration.
Answer
% Participants # Participants
Yes
71%
139
I’m not sure
22%
43
No
7%
13
Table 1: Responses to “Do you think that animating ASL
characters can be valuable?”
When asked “Why or why not?” after “Do you think that animating ASL characters can be valuable?” the 13 participants
who answered “No” rejected ASL writing systems in general,
not animation specifcally. Some thought ASL is not suited
to being written, explaining “ASL is not a written language
and trying to ft it into that niche feels wrong.” and “This is
not what ASL is all about - it should be video based only.”
Others thought that learning a writing system was too hard,
one participant explaining, “Too much work... Easier to type
in English”, and another “It is like learning a new ABC. We
have to learn what each symbol means.”
Participants who answered “No” or “I’m not sure” skewed
towards high ASL profciency and older, with proportional
hearing statuses to the overall study population. They reported
less desire and usage of ASL text, and higher adoption barriers. Their top barriers were poor iconicity and learnability,
and their elevated accuracy in identifying animated characters
suggests that animation could help address their main barriers.
ANIMATION DESIGN

• Elegance and simplicity of the system.
• The symbols comprising the character set are publicly available for download from ASLized [2].
Design Goals

Our goal was to animate the line-drawn symbols of si5s, so
that the animations resemble live sign movements. Based on
related work, knowledge of ASL, and our experience with
both character systems and animation design, we broke this
high-level goal down into specifc goals:
1. 3D movement: The animations should represent 3D movements (left/right, up/down, and in/out).
2. Hand orientation: The animations should represent
changes in hand orientation, which occur in 3D space.
3. Speed: The speed of the sign movement, which can communicate meaning, should be represented.
4. Start and end: The animations should indicate where
movements start and end, including whether the movement
is repeated, and if so how many times.
5. Availability: The animations should be available (present
on the screen) when the reader wants them.
Design Dimensions

In order to design effective animations, we broke the design
problem down into a series of decisions. To ensure that the
hand orientations considered are comprehensive and linguistically sound, they are taken from Stokoe notation [51].8 We
created at least two designs for each dimension. The design dimensions are outlined below, with our designs shown in Table
2.Our design process does not handle non-manuals specially.
si5s represents most non-manuals through iconic symbols,
which our animated prototype adopts.

How to design effective animations for a sign language character system is an open question that this work introduces.
Our guiding research question through the design process was:
What design dimensions (or decisions) need to be addressed,
to create an animated ASL character system? To answer that
question, we formulated design goals and derived design dimensions from those goals, described as follows.

2. Y-axis movement: Movement up/down relative to the
signer.

Framework

3. Z-axis movement: Movement in/out of the signer’s body.

1. X-axis movement: Movement left/right relative to the
signer.

We limited the design problem to animating an existing character system, si5s [3], in order to build on substantial prior
work and include infuences from the Deaf community. We
chose si5s for the following reasons:

4. Facing up or down: The directions that the fngers point.

• It was designed by Deaf community members, and endorsed
by Gallaudet University (e.g., [57]), the leading university
in the world serving primarily Deaf students.

6. Toward or away from center: Whether the palm faces
toward the center of the body, or away.

• It is featural, meaning that it represents sign features separately with component symbols, which allows for movement
symbols to be replaced by animations of other symbols (as
in Figure 2). For example, where the notation indicates that
a hand moves up and down, we remove the motion symbol
and animate the referenced handshape symbol instead.

8. Start of movement: In what position the movement starts
(which can be ambiguous since animations play on a loop).

• Its handshape and location symbols are fairly iconic, meaning that they roughly resemble handshapes and body parts,
which contributes to understandability without training.

5. Toward or away from signer: Whether the palm faces
toward or away from the signer.

7. Palm up or down: Whether the palm faces up or down.

9. Repeated movement: How many times a movement is
repeated in the sign.
10. Display mode: Which portion of text is animated and displayed, and how to navigate the text.
8 The only hand orientation pair omitted – straight or bent wrist – is
not explicitly written in si5s, which does not depict the wrist.

Figure 8: Screen shots of the workshop website.
Participants selected their preferred design for each design
dimension through multiple-choice questions, with write-in
To understand which designs ASL users prefer for each design
“other” options (Figure 8a-b). The animated designs were
dimension (described above), and to determine if the system is
implemented in Javascript/HTML. In-line tables were used to
usable in practice, we ran a design probe workshop with deaf
build characters comprising multiple symbols. A long passage
and hard-of-hearing ASL users. We used participatory design
[14] was implemented for each display mode (dim 10), with
principles to involve potential users in the design process.
line wrapping (a standard feature of text on computers).
DESIGN PROBE WORKSHOP

Participants

The workshop was run at a university serving primarily Deaf
students, with IRB approval. Participants were recruited
through relevant email lists, fiers, and word-of-mouth. A
total of 15 students participated. Group demographics: Age:
20-41 (m=28); Gender: 10 Male, 5 Female; Identity: 13
Deaf, 3 Hard-of-hearing; ASL Experience: all ASL users,
8 from childhood, 7 from young adulthood; Known ASL
character systems: 8 SignWriting, 3 English gloss, 1 si5s.
Procedure

The workshop took place in a university conference room,
for 1.5 hours. Interpreters were available throughout. In
compensation, participants received snacks, drinks, and a $20
Amazon gift card. The basic procedures were:
1. Introductions by everyone present. (5 min)
2. Slide presentation by the researchers explaining the idea of
creating an animated ASL character system. (10 min)

Participants tuned the animation speed for three pairs of signs
using a slider (Figure 8c). The signs were: TIRED/VERY
TIRED, STROLL/WALK FAST, and HAPPY/VERY HAPPY.
These sign pairs were chosen to involve the same movement
trajectory, differentiated only by execution speed. The website
provided a set of sliders for tuning. When a slider was dragged,
the speed of the corresponding animation updated accordingly.
The animations were implemented as CSS keyframe animations, with Javascript linking the slider to the display.
Drawing Materials Participants were given printed paper
packets, with instructions for drawing character animations for
four signs, blank cartoon strips for their drawings, and space
to write descriptions and thoughts. They were given pencils,
and 3D-printed plastic stencils of si5s symbols at various sizes
created by the researchers. The signs were those from the
opportunity evaluation study chosen for diversity: WHERE,
UNDERSTAND, MAYBE, and MOTIVATION (Figure 9).

3. Participants visited a website to view designs for each design dimension, and input their preferences. (15 min)
4. Participants implemented animated characters by hand in
groups of 2-3, for a given set of signs.9 (30 min)
5. Open discussion. (30 min)
Materials

Slides The introductory slide presentation consisted of slides
explaining the concept of designing an animated character
system, and providing description and background on si5s.
Website Participants accessed a website using personal computers (laptops). The website 1) collected basic demographics,
2) showed participants our designs for each design dimension
and elicited their preference, and 3) asked for open feedback.
9 While the animated system is not designed for paper, drawings are
easily accessible and commonly used in animation design.

Figure 9: The packet’s four signs, in si5s. Participants replaced
movement symbols (annotated) with drawn animations.
Results

The workshop revealed a preference for designs that visually
resemble live signing, showed that the system was viable
in that people could implement (create content in) it, and
highlighted subjective decisions required to create animations.
Design Dimension Preferences

Participants’ selected preferences for the design dimensions
are shown in Table 2. For representing 3D movements – movement direction (dim 1-3) and changes in hand orientation (dim
4-7) – participants typically preferred designs that mimic how
these aspects of 3D movements are perceived in live signing. For movement direction (dim 1-3), participants preferred

Design
Dimension
1. X-Axis
Movement
2. Y-Axis
Movement

3. Z-Axis
Movement
4. Fingers
up/down
5. Toward/
away signer
6. Toward/
away center
7. Palm
up/down
8. Start of
movement
9. Repeated
movement

The Number of Participants who Preferred Each Design
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9
no signal

3
fade

0
pause

black dot marker

5
arrow, reps written

4
dots above

3
inter-set fade

2
inter-set black dot

diag transl, sizing

vert transl

1

0

0
other
0
other

3
other

inter-set pause

1
other

5
5
3
1
1
0
single animated full text dis- full animated text dis- full text displayed,
other
character
dis- played, anima- played
sliding window animated (left/right
played (left/right tion on demand
keys to progress)
(on mouse hover)
keys to progress)
8
5
2
0
0
Table 2: Participants’ preferences on designs for each design dimension. (Viewed in Adobe Reader, table contains animations.)
Key: diag: diagonal, horz: horizontal, vert: vertical, ref: refection, rot: rotation, transl: translation, reps=repetitions.
10. Display
mode

horizontal translation, vertical translation, and size change,
respectively (mimicking a hand moving left/right, up/down,
and towards/away the face, respectively). For changes in
hand orientation (dim 4-7), participants preferred rotations
and refections, resembling a hand rotating or fipping; and
horizontal stretching, resembling an angled hand with one part
closer (larger) than the rest. Participants largely agreed on
these designs, with >50% agreement for each dimension.
Participants had a lower level of agreement for how to represent a movement’s start, number of repetitions, and display
mode (dim 8-10). To represent the start of a movement, the
most popular design (at 5/15 participants) was no signal – not
using any marker to indicate the movement’s start. Because
animations play on a loop, in this design the movement start

is ambiguous, suggesting that some level of ambiguity in exchange for simplicity is acceptable, as in other writing systems.
For representing an N-time repetition, the most popular designs were an arrow with the N written and a set of N dots
above the animation (both at 5/15 participants), suggesting
that both are viable options. For display mode, most participants (8/15) preferred the single sign view, though a signifcant
number preferred the on-demand and full page animated designs, suggesting that giving users a choice of display modes
is appropriate. In the future, even more display modes could
be offered, e.g., using eye tracking to trigger animations.
Animation Speed Preferences

Participants systematically and consistently tuned animation
speed, suggesting that animation speed is a salient design di-

Figure 11: One group’s animation design for the sign WHERE.
Figure 10: Participant animation speed selections. Slider
range (0-100) corresponds to a linear time scale for a single
animation repetition (5-0.4s). Higher is faster.
mension, useful for differentiating ASL characters. Figure
10 shows the speeds that participants selected for the animated notation of six signs. Signifcantly different speeds
were selected for pairs of signs that differ only by speed
in live signing – TIRED/VERY TIRED (t(14) = 3.02, p =
.005), WALK/WALK FAST (t(14) = −8.66, p << .005),
HAPPY/VERY HAPPY (t(14) = 2.10, p = .046).

Of these, one group added facial expressions, drawing fat eyebrows at the beginning and raised ones at the end, indicating
that the sign is a question, as in “Understand?”. Another of the
four groups drew the index fnger gradually extending, rather
than jumping from one handshape symbol to the next. Two
groups made their own notation with arrows pointing upwards.
MAYBE Five groups drew alternating vertical translations
of the hand shape symbols, to indicate that the hands move
up and down during the sign. One group changed the size
of the hand shape symbols to indicate up/down movement,
alternately drawing one handshape smaller than the other.

The community’s consensus around relative speeds suggests
that 1) animation speed can affect perceived meaning, and
2) the community generally agrees on what speeds are appropriate for various sign characters, suggesting it is possible
to create an animated character systems with speeds that the
community will largely accept. Furthermore, while speed is
diffcult to represent in stationary notation (and is not represented in the stationary si5s notation), speed is an inextricable
property of animation. This natural portrayal of a semantically
meaningful aspect of the language highlights the potential
beneft of an animated character system for ASL.

MOTIVATION Six groups again drew alternating vertical
translations of the hand shape symbols, to represent the hands
rubbing back and forth. Their notation differed from that for
MAYBE in the direction of the thumb marks on the handshape
notation (corresponding to a horizontal refection of the handshape symbol). One of these groups rotated the handshape
symbols to lie on their side, mimicking the hands with pinkies
down during the live sign. Three groups added a line next to
the pinkie of the handshape symbol to indicate that the pinkies
point down, as in the stationary si5s notation. One group
added two dots at the upper-right corner to indicate repetition.

The System in Practice

Qualitative Feedback

All seven groups successfully implemented the system (designed animations to replace si5s movement symbols, e.g.,
Figure 11) for at least one sign. Six groups drew animations for all four signs. The remaining group only animated
WHERE. We believe they were unsure how to draw animations
for the more complex signs. Given that participants received
only a 5-minute introduction to the character system and had
limited drawing time, it is likely that with practice or further
instruction, this last group would have completed all signs.

Participants generally enjoyed the idea of creating an animated
character system, several calling it “fun” and “creative.” A
few participants questioned the purpose of creating a new
writing system, as they were used to using English or ASL
video. Several wanted to continue the conversation beyond the
end of the workshop, asking questions, discussing the design
problems and opportunities, and potential use cases.

WHERE Participants’ drawings for WHERE were very consistent. All seven groups drew the 1-handshape symbol rotating about 20o clockwise and counterclockwise. One group
kept the arch symbol below the handshape symbol, which
represented the movement trajectory in the (stationary) si5s
notation. One group added two dots to upper-right corner of
their frames, annotating their design “2 dots for repetition.”
Groups also differed in how many frames they drew.

During the written portion of the workshop, participants noted
diffculties in designing animations. Several noted that it was
diffcult to represent certain aspects of ASL in the system, for
example one participant noting “I think that the illustration of
the hands’ orientation in some cases could use a new way of
expression; one that more clearly communicates the position
of the hands.” Participants also noted that it is diffcult to
decide on a single representation for a movement, raising
questions such as whether the animation should gradually
transition between handshapes or jump from one to the next.

UNDERSTAND Four groups drew the S-handshape symbol
transitioning to the 1-handshape during an upward movement.

Many students were interested in discussing potential use
cases for an animated character system. One participant noted

that he would like to use the system to help with fnding ASL
content. For example, he would like to enter a sentence in the
animated writing system into a search engine, which would
return matching portions of ASL videos. Other participants
noted educational benefts of an animated writing system that
demonstrates sign movements for people learning ASL, instead of complicated drawings of movements or stationary
notation that does not convey movement. Other noted use
cases included texting friends and taking notes.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The animation capabilities of modern screens offer an exciting
opportunity to create iconic character systems for sign languages. Existing writing systems have been limited to what is
easily handwritten – stationary lines, curves, and dots – which
fails to intuitively capture sign movements and consequently
can be diffcult to learn. An animated writing system represents sign movements directly, precluding the need to memorize complex movement notation. Animation also inherently
depicts sign speed, a semantically meaningful aspect of ASL
with gradations not easily captured symbolically. An intuitive
character system could greatly beneft the Deaf community,
whose primary language does not have a standard written form,
and who have low literacy rates. Animated character systems
could also be useful in other domains involving gesture, e.g.,
to document surgery procedures or the performing arts.
While we present the frst prototype of an animated sign language character system, we do not claim that our proposed
system is better to learn and understand. Our pilot study tested
only a small set of signs. The set was chosen to span diverse
movements, but was far from complete, leaving room for future studies with more comprehensive sets of signs. Our pilot
study also evaluated recognizability of isolated characters,
whereas longer passages providing context are more common
in daily life (though our design probe workshop did present a
complete story). The animated notation was more identifable
for individual signs, providing some evidence that animations
can increase iconicity and identifability. Determining conclusively if animation is benefcial requires future work.
We also only explored a single framework for creating an
animated character system – taking si5s, an existing stationary
writing system, and replacing its movement characters with
animation. Starting with an existing character system has the
beneft of providing a hand-writable version. It is possible that
animating a different character system, or building an animated
system from scratch with animation in mind would produce
a more favorable result. Creating an animated system from
scratch is perhaps the most compelling, especially if we are
not interested in preserving handwrite-ability, which becomes
less crucial as computers become increasingly pervasive.
There is an interesting trade-off between handwrite-ability and
iconicity in sign language character systems. For example, it is
possible to create an animated character system that can still be
largely written, or has a hand-writable version (e.g., si5s and
animated si5s). To provide the beneft of handwriting, such
systems must be limited to monochromatic lines, curves, and
dots, which limit the extent to which the text resembles a signing human. Alternatively, we can sacrifce the ability to write

by hand in favor of creating truly iconic text involving multiple colors, complex shapes, and various animations. Many
people currently write by hand, but it is not clear how valuable
handwriting will be in the future, as we move away from paper
towards electronic resources. Exploring input methods for
animated character systems makes rich future work.
Like all writing systems, sign language character systems abstract away some of the live language. For spoken languages
like English, the community has agreed on which aspects of
the language text must capture, and which may be left out. For
a sign language character system to be widely accepted, the
community must reach a similar consensus about which parts
of the live language must be captured in text. Ambiguity in
writing systems is also generally accepted. For example, heteronyms are words that are spelled the same but pronounced
differently, e.g., “lead” (the metal) and “lead” (to guide). They
are a subcategory of homographs, words with identical spelling
but different meanings. Analogously, two signs might share
notation but differ in meaning or execution. For a sign language character system to succeed, the community must reach
agreement on acceptable ambiguities.
Because we are the frst to propose creating an animated sign
language character system, this work raises many new research questions. Our main research question was: Is there
value in creating an animated ASL character system? This
work suggests that the answer is “yes,” supporting vast future
work: exploring the animated character system design space
further, examining potential impacts on literacy and childhood language development, developing teaching methods for
animated character systems, exploring use cases for sign language classes, examining gender differences (not statistically
signifcant in our two studies), studying effects of reading long
animated passages, developing complementary input methods,
integrating animated scripts into existing resources, providing
support for a community of character system users and contributers, and analyzing generated corpuses of animated text to
spur developments in sign language translation and linguistics.
CONCLUSION

In this work, we introduce the idea of using animation in a
sign language character system, to improve resemblance to
live signing and potentially improve learnability. We present
an opportunity evaluation study, showing that people fnd
existing character systems diffcult to learn, and the potential
for animation to improve notation recognizability. We also
identify design dimensions for animating an existing character
system, and run a design probe workshop with ASL users to
shed light on appropriate designs for those dimensions.
As computer scientists continue to develop new interfaces
(e.g., AR/VR), the constraints on possible text designs will
continue to decrease. Continuing to explore ways to leverage
new affordances to improve text displays is a powerful line
of research, in particular for users inadequately supported by
existing text displays, such as today’s sign language users.
This work shows the potential of leveraging animation capabilities of modern screens to reimagine sign language text, and
we encourage other researchers and developers to similarly
leverage modern affordances to improve access.
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